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Abstract
Objective: To evaluate if short-term treatment with everolimus was safe and
could improve neurocognition and behavior in children with TSC. Methods:
This was a prospective, double-blind randomized, placebo-controlled two-center
phase II study. Participants diagnosed with TSC and age 6–21 years were treated with 4.5 mg/m2 per day of oral everolimus (n = 32) or matching placebo
(n = 15) taken once daily for 6 months. For efficacy, a comprehensive neurocognitive and behavioral evaluation battery was performed at baseline,
3 months, and 6 months. For safety, adverse events recorded continuously via
patient diary were categorized and graded per NCI Common Toxicity Criteria
for Adverse Events, version 3.0 (CTCAE 3.0). Analyses were performed on the
intention-to-treat population (n = 47). Results: Nearly all assessment measures
failed to demonstrate significant differences between the two groups at the end
of 6 months. Only one measure each of executive function (Cambridge Neuropsychological Test Automated Battery Stockings of Cambridge) favoring placebo (P = 0.025) and social cognition (Social Responsiveness Scale Social
Cognition Subscale) favoring everolimus (P = 0.011) was observed. A total of
473 adverse events (AE) were reported. The average number of total AE per
subject was similar for both placebo and everolimus. Most were mild or moderate in severity and serious AE were rare. Interpretation: While safe, oral everolimus administered once daily for 6 months did not significantly improve
neurocognitive functioning or behavior in children with TSC.

Introduction
Tuberous Sclerosis Complex (TSC) is a genetic disorder
that occurs due to mutations in either TSC1 or TSC2
leading to hyper-activation of the mechanistic target of
rapamycin (mTOR) pathway.1,2 TSC affects all organ systems, but involvement of the central nervous system presents early and is associated with significant morbidity
including subependymal giant cell astrocytoma (SEGA),
epilepsy, and TSC-associated neuropsychiatric disorders
(TAND). TAND spectrum is broad consisting of

cognitive, behavioral and psychiatric conditions such as
autism, intellectual disability, mood disorders, and specific neuropsychological deficits.3–5 These neuropsychiatric
disorders result in the greatest burden of care and treatment in TSC.5,6
In recent years, mTOR inhibitors have been approved
by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and European Medicines Agency (EMA) for treatment of SEGA,
renal angiomyolipomas, and lymphangioleiomyomatosis
(LAM). Most recently, everolimus has been shown effective as adjunctive treatment of focal seizures in TSC.7,8
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Studies have shown that over-activation of the mTOR
pathway in neurons result in aberrant axonal and dendritic connectivity, enlarged cell size, increased cellular
stress, reduced myelination and synaptic dysfunction.9–13
In animal models, mTOR inhibitors such as sirolimus
(rapamycin) and everolimus improved synaptic function,
myelination, and behavioral deficits including learning,
memory, and autistic-like features.14–19 For example, just
5 days of sirolimus treatment improved long-term potentiation and hippocampal learning in a TSC2+/ mouse
model.19 A conditional knockout of Tsc1 in cerebellar
Purkinje cells alone led to social interaction and reversal
learning deficits, which also improved with sirolimus
treatment.15 However, concerns have also arisen about
the potential for mTOR inhibitors to interfere with competing processes that are essential to normal human
growth and development in younger individuals, despite
the observed neurocognitive gains in preclinical
models.20–23
An early-phase clinical trial of sirolimus in individuals
with angiomyolipomas associated with TSC and/or sporadic LAM examined memory and executive skills in
adults with TSC.24 Immediate recall memory and executive function improved with treatment, whereas other
neuropsychological measures showed reduction in some
participants. No control group was included and to date,
no placebo-controlled human clinical trials have directly
and prospectively evaluated neurocognitive effects of
mTOR inhibitors. Here, we asked firstly, whether the
mTOR inhibitor everolimus would be safe in children
with TSC in terms of neurocognition, and secondly,
whether we could identify any specific components of
TAND that showed improvement on everolimus. We
selected neurocognitive measures that were quantifiable,
using standardized instruments, including computerbased testing. We were deliberately signal-seeking and
therefore included measures across a broad range of
TAND domains that in prior preclinical15,19 and clinical
studies7,24 of TSC have suggested treatment with mTOR
inhibitors to be beneficial.

Patients and Methods
Participants
Participants were enrolled at Boston Children’s Hospital
(BCH) and Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center
(CCHMC) between 2011 and 2014. Participants had to
have an established diagnosis of TSC,25 and be aged 6–
21 years, and medically stable. Previous treatment with an
mTOR inhibitor was not allowed, and no changes in
antiepileptic medications except dose adjustments within
the previous 6 months of enrollment were permitted. To
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complete as much of the assessment battery as possible
and avoid assessment limitations of previous studies,26 in
addition to minimum of being 6 years of age, participants
were required to have English as their primary language
and a baseline Verbal, Performance or Overall IQ ≥ 60.
The study protocol was approved by the Internal Review
Boards at both institutions and listed on clinicaltrials.gov
(NCT01289912). Individual informed consent/assent was
obtained before enrollment.

Study design and randomization
This was a prospective, double-blind randomized, placebo-controlled two-center phase II study. Participants
were treated with 4.5 mg/m2 per day of oral everolimus
or matching placebo taken once daily for 6 months.
Randomization was 2:1 everolimus versus matching
placebo, using the SciRan (Scientific Randomization) program developed at BCH. Randomization was stratified by
age and IQ with two levels for each factor. All study staff
were blinded to randomization assignment, except for
one physician at BCH to whom treatment assignment
and serum trough levels were available to make protocoldefined dose-adjustment recommendations aimed at
achieving serum trough levels between 5 and 15 mcg/mL.
The unblinded physician otherwise had no direct access
to participants, clinical data, or assessment results.

Study procedures and outcome measures
Nine study visits occurred during the 6-month period
starting with screening and baseline visit. Neuropsychological testing took place at baseline, 3 months and
6 months. An additional telephone follow-up was scheduled 28 days after the last dose to assess for unresolved or
new adverse events (AEs). A Data and Safety Monitoring
Board (DSMB) monitored the safety of participants.
For safety, adverse events were categorized and graded
per National Cancer Institute Common Toxicity Criteria
for Adverse Events (CTCAE), version 3.0. Relationship to
study drug, duration, and clinician action taken also were
captured. For impact on neurocognition including safety
and efficacy, TAND domains were measured by well-validated, standardized, assessment tools that used direct testing and parent/caregiver report rating scales. Global
intellectual ability was assessed using the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI);27 language using the
Expressive Vocabulary Test 2 (EVT2)28 and Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test 4 (PPVT4);29 learning and memory
using Cambridge Neuropsychological Test Automated
Battery (CANTAB)30 and Wide Range Assessment of
Memory and Learning 2 (WRAML2);31 attention using
CANTAB and WRAML2; executive function using
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CANTAB; and processing speed using CANTAB and
grooved pegboard.32 Parent rating scales included the
Vineland Adaptive Behavioral Scales-II (VABS2);33 Behavior Rating Inventory of Executive Function (BRIEF),34
Behavior Assessment System for Children 2 (BASC2),35
Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire (SDQ),36 and
Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS).37 Academic skills were
measured by Reading and Math subtests of the Wide
Range Achievement Test-4 (WRAT4).38 To ensure intersite reliability on neuropsychological and other psychometric assessments, a baseline face-to-face meeting was held
with all study neuropsychologists, psychometrists, and
neuropsychiatrist, and followed up with regular teleconferences throughout the trial.

Statistical analysis
The study was designed to detect an effect size of at least
0.87SD with 80% power while maintaining Type I error
rate of 5% using 2:1 allocation, comparing everolimus in
individuals with TSC to placebo. The treatment effect size
of 0.87SD was based on observed changes in multiple
TAND-associated neurocognitive and behavioral domains
following everolimus treatment in a similarly aged pediatric TSC population with epilepsy.7 Assuming a dropout
rate of 10%, the target enrollment was 55 patients. Actual
enrollment was less (52 subjects) at time of study conclusion. Multiple reasons that were not mutually exclusive
account for the smaller population size, including prior
or current treatment with mTOR inhibitors as part of
previous or ongoing clinical trials targeting epilepsy and
SEGA in TSC,7,8,39,40 FDA approval of everolimus to treat
SEGA in 2010 made mTOR inhibitors commercially available to TSC patients, and multiple potential enrollees
failed to meet minimum IQ inclusion criteria.
Demographic and baseline characteristics of the randomized study groups were compared, using chi-square
tests for categorical variables and t-tests for continuous
variables. Outcome measures were analyzed using a linear
mixed-effects model that evaluated between-subject variability and within-subject correlations. The slope parameter corresponding to interaction of group indicator and
time summarized the difference in rate of change per 3month interval. For multiple comparisons, we used the
Benjamini–Hochberg false discovery rate procedure.41
Missing observations were assumed obsolete and missing
at random,42–44 as maximum likelihood estimation for
the linear mixed-effects model provides unbiased estimates. Final model selection was performed using Akaike
Information criterion (AIC). Variance covariance parameters of random-effects were chosen using the Likelihood
ratio tests (LRTs) in the nested models. Group comparisons were examined using age (≤10,>10 years) and IQ
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(≤80, >80) stratification cut-offs to determine an equal
number of sample sizes in placebo group within each
stratum. Analyses were conducted using SAS Version 9.4
(SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA).

Results
Baseline characteristics
Of the 52 participants enrolled (Fig. 1), 47 were randomized to receive everolimus (n = 32) or placebo (n = 15).
Three participants did not meet baseline IQ inclusion criteria, one was unable to complete baseline neurocognitive
testing, and one was newly diagnosed with SEGA and
started clinically indicated treatment with everolimus.
Forty-two of the 47 randomized (89%) completed the
study. Demographic and baseline TSC characteristics differed only in hypomelanotic macules (Table 1). Detailed
neurological and physical examinations identified two
subjects in the placebo group with reported abnormal
genitourinary examinations. Comprehensive laboratory
assessment found a few minor statistically significant, but
clinically insignificant, differences in hematocrit (Δ2.1%,
P = 0.03), eosinophil count (Δ 1.8%, P = 0.04), and
basophil count (Δ 0.3%, P = 0.01).
Epilepsy is common in TSC and closely associated with
TAND outcomes.45,46 As expected, a history of epilepsy
was common for both groups at baseline (Table 1). The
decision to exclude participants with baseline IQ <60
enabled comprehensive testing and resulted in fewer with
uncontrolled epilepsy and breakthrough seizures. Seventynine percent reported no seizures and only 10% (n = 5; 1
placebo, 4 everolimus) reported > 2 seizures over the
6 month treatment period. No participant developed new
seizures during the study.

Figure 1. Patient flow diagram.
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Table 1. Baseline patient demographics and clinical characteristics.
PLACEBO (n = 15)
Age, years (SD)
Gender
Male
Female
Race
White
Black/African American
Asian
Other
Clinical Features
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD)
Epilepsy
Subependymal Nodules (SEN)
Subependymal Giant Cell Astrocytoma (SEGA)
Hypomelanotic Macules1
Shagreen Patch
Facial Angiofibromas
Retinal Nodular Hamartomas
Renal Angiomyolipoma
Vitals
Weight, kg (SD)
Height, cm (SD)
Systolic BP, mmHg (SD)
Diastolic BP. mmHg (SD)
Body Surface Area, m^2 (SD)

11.47 (5.30)
8 (53.3%)
7 (46.7%)

EVEROLIMUS (n = 32)
13.25 (5.06)

TOTAL (n = 47)
12.68 (5.15)

16 (50.0%)
16 (50.0%)

24 (51.1%)
23 (48.9%)

P-value
0.27
0.83

0.34
12
0
2
1

(80.0%)
(0.0%)
(13.3%)
(6.7%)

26
3
1
1

(83.9%)
(9.7%)
(3.2%)
(3.2%)

38
3
3
2

(82.6%)
(6.5%)
(6.5%)
(4.3%)

3
10
14
3
13
4
10
2
8

(20.0%)
(66.7%)
(93.3%)
(20.0%)
(86.7%)
(26.7%)
(66.7%)
(13.3%)
(53.3%)

13
25
31
5
32
17
26
10
16

(40.6%)
(78.1%)
(100%)
(16.1%)
(100%)
(53.1%)
(83.1%)
(31.3%)
(51.6%)

16
35
45
8
45
21
36
12
24

(34.0%)
(74.5%)
(97.8%)
(17.4%)
(95.7%)
(44.7%)
(76.6%)
(25.5%)
(52.2%)

0.50
0.40
0.15
0.75
0.04
0.09
0.27
0.19
0.91

(25.41)
(20.35)
(10.15)
(9.28)
(0.43)

0.23
0.18
0.36
0.89
0.19

39.01
138.21
107.73
63.93
1.19

(24.38)
(21.12)
(8.11)
(11.08)
(0.44)

48.62
146.74
110.69
64.34
1.37

(25.68)
(19.73)
(10.97)
(8.50)
(0.42)

45.55
144.01
109.74
64.21
1.32

Continuous variables rows include sample mean (standard deviation), P-value is based on 2-sample t-test. Categorical variables include frequency
(percentage across categories), P-value is based on chi-square test.
1
Indicates significant difference (P < 0.05) between placebo and everolimus groups at baseline.

Global intellectual ability (IQ) was assessed at baseline
only, as part of the screening process to ensure subject
eligibility. Full Scale IQ showed a wide range (55–122)
and without detectable difference between placebo and
treatment groups (P = 0.80) (Table 2). Most participants
were in the Low Average range (average: 80.1, IQR: 67.3–
90.3). No significant baseline differences were identified
in language, learning and memory, attention and executive function, socialization and behavior, motor skills, or
academic skills.

Everolimus effect on TAND features
In examining change scores from baseline for multiple neurocognitive and behavioral domains, nearly all assessment
measures failed to demonstrate significant differences
between the two groups at the end of 6 months (Table 2).
When comparing treatment to placebo, only the CANTAB
Stockings of Cambridge (SOC) (objective performance
measure of executive function) and SRS Social Cognition
(parent rating of social behavior) were significant. Placebo
was associated with more favorable outcome on SOC than
everolimus. Analysis of individual responses revealed that
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most individuals in the everolimus group and all in the placebo group improved compared to baseline on the SOC.
However, individuals who increased the average number of
errors compared to baseline were all in the everolimus
group (Fig. 2A). For the SRS, those in the everolimus
group were more likely to be reported by caregivers to
improve social cognition versus the placebo group
(Fig. 2B). In addition, the social communication domain
of the SRS demonstrated a quadratic trend at 3 months but
this was not maintained at 6 months.
Given the wide range of intellectual ability seen at baseline, we explored if baseline intellectual ability predicted
treatment response. To separate the groups, we divided
the sample by baseline IQ (≤ or >80). Most domains were
not significantly different (Tables S1–S2). In the more
severely affected group (IQ ≤ 80), placebo performed better than everolimus on BRIEF Behavioral Regulation and
Metacognition subdomains (executive function), WRAT4
Word Reading (academic performance), BASC Externalizing Problems. Conversely, the VABS2 Daily Living Skills
subdomain (socialization and behavior), the everolimus
group performed better than the placebo group. In those
more mildly affected (IQ > 80), we observed no changes
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Table 2. Neurocognitive and behavioral assessment results at baseline and after treatment with everolimus for 6 months.
Baseline
Placebo (n = 15)
Intellectual function
Full scale IQ (WASI)
Verbal IQ (WASI)
Performance IQ (WASI)
Language
Receptive (PPTV4)
Expressive (EVT2)
Learning and memory
Verbal Learning (WRAML2)
Verbal Recall (WRAML2)
Pattern Recognition Memory (CANTAB)
Spatial Recognition Memory (CANTAB)
Spatial Span (CANTAB)
Spatial Working Memory (CANTAB)
Attention and executive function
Reaction Time (CANTAB)
Rapid Visual Processing (CANTAB)
Stockings of Cambridge (CANTAB)1
Intraextra Dimensional Set Shift (CANTAB)
Global Executive Composite (BRIEF)
Behavioral Regulation Index (BRIEF)
Metacognition Index (BRIEF)
Socialization and behavior
Total Social Responsiveness (SRS)
Social Awareness (SRS)
Social Cognition (SRS)1
Social Communication (SRS)
Social Motivation (SRS)
Autism Mannerisms (SRS)
Externalizing Problems (BASC2)
Internalizing Problems (BASC2)
Behavioral Symptoms Index (BASC2)
Adaptive Skills (BASC2)
Adaptive Behavior Composite (VABS2)
Communication (VABS2)
Socialization (VABS2)
Daily Living Skills (VABS2)
Motor Skills (VABS2)
Total Difficulties Scale (SDQ)
Motor skills
Dominant Hand Speed (Pegboard)
Nondominant Hand Speed (Pegboard)
Academic skills
Word Reading (WRAT4)
Math Computation (WRAT4)

6 months
Everolimus (n = 32)

80.93 (11.35)
80.80 (11.07)
84.47 (12.64)

76.69 (17.09)
83.13 (16.52)
79.56 (16.98)

86.00 (17.78)
85.47 (12.22)

81.06 (23.96)
90.00 (21.15)

Placebo (n = 13)

Everolimus (n = 29)

–
–
–

–
–
–

88.54 (17.21)
89.15 (16.08)

82.50 (22.32)
82.55 (21.22)

P-value

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
0.609
0.870

8.00
7.07
1.48
2.33
1.32
0.66

(2.00)
(2.94)
(1.90)
(1.40)
(1.18)
(0.79)

7.14
7.52
1.23
2.24
1.02
0.67

(3.16)
(2.53)
(2.11)
(1.33)
(1.20)
(1.57)

8.46
8.23
0.91
2.62
1.29
0.73

(2.44)
(3.49)
(1.60)
(1.58)
(1.41)
(0.97)

7.85
8.08
1.09
2.19
1.32
0.27

(2.92)
(2.77)
(1.79)
(1.56)
(1.37)
(2.87)

0.990
0.674
0.901
0.402
0.585
0.582

2.24
0.96
1.38
1.02
70.50
70.93
68.07

(3.63)
(2.59)
(1.32)
(1.65)
(15.13)
(16.89)
(14.52)

1.15
1.41
1.89
1.48
69.48
66.53
68.93

(2.22)
(2.80)
(1.47)
(2.05)
(12.98)
(14.50)
(12.12)

0.88
0.97
0.58
1.05
62.25
60.83
61.83

(1.38)
(2.71)
(1.11)
(1.64)
(12.53)
(12.41)
(12.97)

2.91
1.20
1.84
2.24
64.68
62.57
64.57

(3.84)
(2.15)
(1.32)
(3.32)
(10.88)
(12.00)
(10.65)

0.385
0.963
0.025
0.951
0.370
0.180
0.508

77.14
67.40
76.43
74.36
69.80
76.71
57.36
58.43
62.29
38.79
78.79
81.27
79.07
78.80
89.87
16.00

(17.50)
(14.69)
(19.59)
(16.75)
(16.60)
(17.32)
(15.58)
(18.34)
(12.61)
(13.16)
(19.69)
(21.87)
(19.67)
(19.50)
(18.26)
(6.93)

76.43
62.90
75.70
72.23
69.60
80.03
53.24
51.55
58.97
36.72
72.06
73.68
74.10
74.68
78.83
15.46

(18.62)
(15.32)
(18.77)
(17.18)
(14.76)
(20.24)
(9.85)
(12.09)
(10.87)
(10.22)
(13.90)
(15.45)
(15.46)
(15.69)
(21.68)
(5.61)

80.62
67.38
81.15
76.85
72.77
79.77
52.62
56.00
57.54
42.08
79.00
81.77
80.38
81.69
92.69
14.42

(22.83)
(15.51)
(18.86)
(21.55)
(20.77)
(24.50)
(9.26)
(19.37)
(10.02)
(13.27)
(15.26)
(16.66)
(17.78)
(14.74)
(18.65)
(5.09)

75.69
64.86
76.17
71.69
67.24
78.66
52.34
51.45
55.41
40.00
74.72
76.79
76.86
76.41
87.79
13.20

(19.27)
(17.19)
(18.98)
(17.98)
(16.37)
(20.16)
(8.59)
(14.42)
(11.26)
(12.02)
(14.57)
(14.76)
(16.40)
(17.37)
(18.12)
(5.90)

0.160
0.773
0.011
0.106
0.386
0.812
0.920
0.569
0.836
0.744
0.685
0.930
0.931
0.572
0.899
0.336

101.33 (54.27)
105.27 (37.10)

103.06 (41.18)
119.30 (44.19)

89.83 (24.99)
92.15 (34.26)

97.25 (39.02)
112.78 (50.89)

0.284
0.203

86.80 (16.79)
76.00 (15.64)

84.28 (20.07)
74.60 (17.99)

91.15 (20.76)
77.31 (16.93)

84.45 (20.45)
73.81 (16.01)

0.317
0.444

Shown is mean  standard deviation (S.D.) for each group at each time point. P-values are based on Wald test statistic, using mixed-effect models.
1
Indicates significant difference (P < 0.05) between placebo and everolimus groups after 6 months treatment.

in executive function or academic performance although
multiple subdomains of socialization and behavior
showed change in relation to everolimus treatment,
including the SRS Social Cognition, BASC2 Externalizing
Problems, and SDQ Total Difficulties scores. Quadratic

analysis again identified a trend for improvements at
3 months that worsened by 6 months for SRS Social Cognition and Social Communication.
We also evaluated age as an independent factor to
determine if younger children (age <10 years), for whom
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A
6.1304

Group
Everolimus
Placebo

Change in Average # Errors

3.7507
1.3710
-1.0087
-3.3884
-5.7681
-8.1478
-10.5275
-12.9072
-15.2870
-17.6667
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36

Subjects

B
Change in Social Cognition T-score

1.1053

Group
Everolimus
Placebo

0.954
0.8027
0.6514
0.5001
0.3487
0.1974
0.0461
-0.105
-0.256
-0.408

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

Subjects
Figure 2. Individual Treatment Response for CANTAB Stockings of Cambridge (A) and SRS Social Cognition (B). Waterfall plots show percentage
change in average number of errors on the SOC (A) and SRS T-score (B) after 6 months treatment with everolimus (blue) or placebo (red),
compared to baseline, for each participant completing both assessments.

neuroplasticity might be assumed to be more prominent
and differentially impact treatment response. Most subdomains did not show any age-dependent treatment-related
differences (Tables S3–S4). SRS Social Cognition was significant in the younger cohort but favored placebo rather
than everolimus, as did SRS Social Awareness and BRIEF
Behavioral Regulation in the older subgroup. The SRS
Total Social Responsiveness Scale showed quadratic trend
improvements at 3 months but not 6 months.

Everolimus safety
Over 6 months of treatment and 1 month of posttreatment follow-up, a total of 473 AEs were reported
(Table 3). The average number of AE per subject in each

6

group was nearly identical (9.8 placebo vs. 10.2 everolimus). The majority of AE were mild or moderate
(CTCAE3.0 Grade 1 or 2), accounting for 97% of all AE.
More severe grade 3 or 4 AE were more likely to occur in
the everolimus group, reported by 10 of 32 subjects vs. 1
of 15 subjects in the placebo group (P = 0.02). Treatment-related grade 3/4 AE included fever/infections
(n = 8), aphthous ulcers (n = 3), and seizure (n = 1).
Grade 3/4 AE unrelated to treatment were behavior
changes (n = 4) and syncope (n = 2).
Regardless of treatment arm or AE grade, AE were just
as likely to be attributed to study medication as not and
in most instances, and required no action by managing
clinicians. Gastrointestinal complaints, primarily stomatitis/aphthous ulcers, were the most common AE (28%
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Table 3. Summary of adverse events.

Total AE
Serious AE
Nonserious AE
AE Severity
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4
Relationship to study drug
Suspected
Not Suspected
Action Taken
None
Dose Held or Adjusted
Discontinued Treatment
Concomitant Medication
Given
Nondrug Therapy Given
Hospitalization
Not Specified

Table 4. Adverse event categories.

Placebo
(n = 15)

Everolimus
(n = 32)

147
0 (0%)
147 (100%)

326
7 (2%)
319 (98%)

131
15
1
0

250
59
15
2

(89%)
(10%)
(1%)
(0%)

(77%)
(18%)
(5%)
(1%)

62 (42%)
85 (58%)

161 (49%)
165 (51%)

97
4
0
41

162
22
1
135

(66%)
(3%)
(0%)
(28%)

4 (3%)
0 (0%)
1 (1%)

(50%)
(7%)
(0%)
(41%)

1 (0%)
5 (2%)
0 (0%)

Shown is frequency (percentage across categories), separated by treatment arm.

overall) (Table 4), although the frequency between treatment and placebo groups was not significant for gastrointestinal complaints in general (P = 0.80) nor stomatitis/
aphthous ulcers (P = 0.25). Infections (primarily URI)
and neurological complaints (headache) were the only
other AE accounting for more than 10% of all reported
AE. The only category to demonstrate significant difference between groups was respiratory AE (cough), which
was significantly higher in the placebo group compared to
everolimus group (P < 0.001).
Serious AE (SAE) were infrequent (Table 3), consisting
of 7 hospitalizations in 3 subjects from the everolimus
treatment group only. The first SAE was due to pneumonia
that resolved with antibiotic treatment. However, the participant subsequently elected to discontinue treatment. The
other SAE consisted of hospitalizations for pyelonephritis
and behavioral/personality changes, and in each case treatment with study drug was resumed after resolution of the
SAE. Of note, the behavior/personality changes were not
suspected to be treatment-related as the participant had
prior history of psychiatric illness with psychiatric hospitalizations that preceded study participation.

Discussion
We performed the first placebo-controlled clinical trial
that directly and prospectively evaluated the impact of
mTOR inhibitors on TAND in children with TSC. The

AE Category
Cardiac
Dermatologic
Gastrointestinal
General
Genitourinary
Hematologic
Infectious
Metabolic
Musculoskeletal
Neurologic
Psychiatric
Respiratory
Unspecified

Placebo (n = 15) (%)

Everolimus (n = 32) (%)

0 (0)
12 (8)
40 (27)
6 (4)
2 (1)
7 (5)
28 (19)
1 (1)
6 (4)
29 (20)
3 (2)
13 (9)
0 (0)

1 (0)
21 (6)
92 (28)
18 (6)
6 (2)
11 (3)
73 (22)
1 (0)
13 (4)
70 (21)
12 (4)
7 (2)
1 (0)

Shown is frequency (percentage across categories), separated by treatment arm.

major finding of this trial is that treatment with mTOR
inhibitors does not interfere with normal behavior and
development in this population. Given that everolimus is
FDA-approved for SEGA and renal angiomyolipomas, it
is reassuring that there are no suggestions of deleterious
effects in neuropsychological, academic skills and adaptive
behavior over the short term. Safety in this regard over
the long term (>6 months treatment duration) still needs
to be verified. Everolimus generally was well-tolerated
with only one subject discontinuing treatment due to
safety concerns of the parent. Overall frequency of AE
was identical in the placebo and everolimus groups, and
the types of AE encountered were consistent with those
previously reported in human everolimus clinical trials
for SEGA, epilepsy, and angiomyolipoma in individuals
with TSC.8,47,48 We did find that grade 3/4 AE and SAE
were more common in the everolimus group compared
to placebo. While many of these were judged to be disease-related rather than treatment-related, this observation highlights continued need to demonstrate clear
benefit for everolimus treatment of TAND that justifies
potential risks.
We were disappointed to find no significant difference
in most neuropsychological measures (memory, attention,
executive function, behavior) in individuals with TSC
treated with everolimus versus placebo. This is the first
instance in which mTOR inhibition has not clearly
improved clinical manifestations of TSC despite convincing preclinical evidence in TSC animal models that supports the use of mTOR inhibitors for neurocognitive
improvement,14–19 There were some trends suggesting
improvement in children in the everolimus group compared to placebo in standardized parental ratings of
behavior
versus
direct
measurements
of
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neuropsychological skills. Older children and adolescents
in the treatment group demonstrated some reported
improvement in social skills over the 6-month trial
whereas younger children showed decreased symptoms of
depressed mood, but these effects were not statistically
significant. We suspect age may prove key for mTOR-targeted treatment to change TAND outcomes in TSC, given
that TAND symptoms and features initially present within
the first 12–24 months of life.45,49,50 Onset of epilepsy
occurs during the same time period and has been closely
correlated with TSC neurocognitive and neurodevelopmental outcomes.45,46 Aggressive even presymptomatic
treatment of epilepsy in TSC infants and toddlers has
been reported to improve long-term neuropsychological
outcomes.51 While evaluating everolimus effect on TAND
features in this younger age group would have been ideal,
our study limited enrollment to 6 years and older, as
TAND assessment tools for younger children lack needed
precision compared to standardized and validated instruments available to assess and characterize older children.
Furthermore, the safety of everolimus in TSC under the
age of 2 years has yet to be established. Overcoming these
obstacles to assess everolimus in this younger age group
and in individuals with coexistent epilepsy might reveal
more profound effects on TAND than we were able to
observe in this study.
Our trial highlights limitations in obtaining and interpreting accurate assessments of mTOR-associated changes
in neuropsychological and behavior domains of TAND
for children with TSC. Detailed TAND characterization in
TSC children has been reported only in small cohorts,
using a wide variety of assessment tools, age ranges, and
populations.49,52–56 Prior attempts to measure TANDrelated outcomes in human TSC clinical trials with
mTOR inhibitors have taken different approaches to overcome these obstacles. Krueger et al. (2010) treated 22
children with TSC diagnosed with SEGA with everolimus
for 6 months.26 Four participants were cognitively and
behaviorally impaired to an extent that standardized
assessment was not possible. Few participants in the study
could complete the comprehensive testing battery and no
changes were found. Davies et al. (2011) took a similar
approach in 8 adults with TSC with angiomyolipoma or
LAM treated with sirolimus, all of whom completed testing.24 Results were mixed, immediate recall memory and
executive function were improved though immediate
recognition memory worsened. In a more recent study
using everolimus to treat individuals with TSC and refractory epilepsy, a simpler approach relying exclusively on
broad-based parental surveys and questionnaires was used
to ensure all participants would be able to complete all
measures.7 Parents reported subjective improvement in
attention, adaptive social behavior, conduct problems,
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insecurity/anxiety, and quality of life following treatment
after 3 months.
The lack of uniform improvement in cognition across
our study participants is likely multifactorial. Despite our
attempts to minimize heterogeneity, TSC symptoms are
further compounded by comorbid medical conditions
and medications.4 For example, poorer neurocognitive
function and neurodevelopmental outcomes are closely
associated with epilepsy in TSC, especially when seizures
are not fully controlled.45,46,57 Although the prevalence of
epilepsy in our cohort was representative of that reported
for the overall TSC population,46 the inclusion criteria
limiting to participants with a minimum IQ selected for
individuals whose seizures generally were well-controlled.
Thus, any secondary neurocognitive and behavioral
improvements as a result of improved seizure control
could not be assessed. Concurrent antiepileptic drugs
(AEDs) could also negatively impact neurocognitive function independent of underlying disease or mTORmediated effects. AEDs can affect everolimus through
enzyme induction of the P450 system in the liver,
although this was mitigated by dosing according to serum
trough levels versus a standardized dosing scheme based
on age or body size.
The constellation and severity of other TAND features
may have additionally obscured group differences in such
a small sample. Using statistical means to address these
limitations by stratifying age and IQ, we found domains
with differences between placebo and treatment groups.
Future studies will be needed to target-specific behavior
and neuropsychological domains in these restricted populations based on a narrower age range, specific TAND
phenotypes, symptom severity, or concurrent medications.
Additionally, a significant placebo effect was evident in
our study, which is common in similar clinical trials for
other neurodevelopmental disorders and obscures smaller
but genuine treatment-related changes. These limitations
can be overcome not only with improved outcome measures that emphasize objective assessment over subjective
reporting, but also development and inclusion of wellvalidated biomarkers and larger sample sizes.
We followed everolimus dosing and treatment guidelines reflected in clinical trials using current FDA-approved
treatment of SEGA in children with TSC.26,39 Earlier trials
suggested benefit might be achievable in this dosing range
and duration of treatment.7,26 However, optimal dosing
and treatment duration have yet to be established for
neurocognitive and behavioral change, and we may have
not allowed sufficient time or achieved adequate dosing
levels for neurocognitive benefit to occur. It also is possible that everolimus treatment is not sufficient to improve
neurocognitive skills unless it is combined with a behavioral intervention. Such combination studies are being
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conducted in other neurodevelopmental disorders and
may also be a model for children with TSC.
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